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This paper presents an application of' GERT, Graphical Ev-aluat:Lon 
and Review Technique, in an eco:qmni_c analysis of' the product l.i.fe. 
cycle of a reparable item. The life cycle .of' the product. qas been 
modelled as a semi-Markov process def'ined by parameters of' trans:it::ton 
probabilities, transition time distributions, and. transition CO$ts, 
GERT, a set of procedures which can be applied to certain types of 
networks, is used to analyze this network model. ... 
able for performing GERT analyses. One is the GERT exclusive-or 
Analysis of the system is based on two computer progra,ms ava:LJ.,...,, 
.·. 
program which is used in this analysis to obtain theoretii,cal solutions 
to a number of general system characteristics :telc:l;ting to prodU:ct f'.l.QWs , 
life expectancy and costs. In addition, this p.:i,ogra.m is used to per-
form a sensi ti vi ty analysis and as a means to evaluate i:i:.he ef'.:fects O:f 
multiple parameter changes. 
The second GERT analysis program is a simulation program. ·This 
program required a modification, documented in the appendix, to allow 
simultaneous simulation of cost data as well as time. This revised 
simulat:i,on package is used in the analysis of' the product life cycle 
• 
to determine a number of cost related statistics in which time value 















































































The intent of this paper is to adapt, extend, and ap:p]:y ··t·lie 
techniques which comprise the Graphical Evaluation and Review Te.ch~ 
nique (GERT) methodology to an economic analy:si.s of the J;trogi:tct life 
cycle of a reparable item. The objectives. of this undertaking .are:: 
1) to illustrate, with examples, the extent to which the GERT methodology can be a useful tool in performing economic analyses of systems which exibit a moder·ate de.gree of complexity 
2) to increase the usefullness of GERT by addi.hg an additional. feature to one of the GERT analysis compute;r- programs 
Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique- is ·~ s.e.t of procedµre,s, 
developed by Fri tsker, Happ and Whitehouse, wh:ich c-an bE= a,p:plieq, t.o 
a stochastic network in order to yield theoreEtical solutions t6 
characteristics of that network. Computer programs, which ca.rzy out· 
the calculations involved, have been developed which greJltly ai:d in 
the analysis of networks or systems which are. la.rg·e and com:pl·ex .. 
These programs, the GERT "exclusive-or" program ·and the GERTS. -- II 
simulation program, will be utilized in the analysis to be carried 
out. 
The system which is to be analyzed is ·a network repr.esentat:ion 
of the life cycle of a telephone set. The model, which has b.een 
. developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, is comprised qf 23: s:emi:- .. 
Markov states which represent the various events, locations an·d .c:c:>sts 
which comprise the life cycle of a telephone set from f·ts m~ufactur:e 
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number of feedback loops which result fro.m the fa.ct that telephone 
sets are normally repaired after a breakdown and. returned to Se17ice, 
The cost parameters and length-of-time parameters have been 
altered for the purpose of this analysis dU.e to the fac.t that the . , ~ 
purpose of the analyses is to explore the potential of the GERT 
methodology as an analytical techniqµ,e, not to obtain specific 
results. 
The basic concepts involved in GERT are explained in .¢4apter :rr 
along with a sample problem illustrating the applicat·±o:r:r. of GERT . 
.in chapter III, a detailed description of the te;l.ephone life modea 
is presented. 
In chapters IV and V the applications of tfl,e GERT rn.e.th09;,0logy 
to the telephone model are presented. Chapter IV i.s cnncerned with 
the application of the "exclusive-or" program in the. following area:s: 
determination of general sys-t;em characteristics 
sensitivity analysis 
analysis of multiparameter changes 
Chapter V is concerned with areas in which simll.iation, 1J,sing i:;h.e 
. . .. GERTS - II simulation program, c.an. provide information, 
The appendix to this paper contains a r~port Which desctibes th€ 
program modifications which were implemented in the GE,BTS '"'JI sir:Q'-


















GERT, acronym for Graphical Evaluation and '.Rev.i.ew Te:tJhn..i.que, i.s 
a procedure for analyzing stochastic networks. 1t was· deve·loped by 
A. Alan B. Fri tsker and W. W. Happ and introduced in 1965 [ 7 ] . 
Further developments and extensions of GERT have bee~ ·:macl:e by G: .• E-.. 
'Whitehouse [ 14] . 
.t {. 
The purpose of tl1is chapter will be to serve as an intr.od11.~ti'o:ri 
to GERT and to explain briefly its theoretical background .. -·~. Fo:r .a; 
detailed treatment of the theory and applications of this ?teohni,q_ue·-,-, 
references [7], [11], [14], [16] maybe consulted. 
Essentially, GERT combines concepts from fl-owgra;ph t:heory ,. ·PERT.· 
type networks, and moment generating functions in order to :ana_lyze 
• stochastic networks. Before explaining the theory which comb.in.es 
these concepts, stochastic networks will be explaine:cl. 
Stochastic Networks 
A stochastic network is composed of n·odes (vertices} and. dire:cted. 
branches (edges). The nodes in a stochastic network .may: b·e ·of 
several different types according to their logical properties. Hc)w~ 
ever, the type of node with which GERT is primarily concerned is the 
"exclusive-or" node. The symbol :for such a node i_s 
K) 
and its operation is explained as follows. An "·· · · ··1·· · • " d · . · exc . us·1ve-or no e 
is realized when any branch incident to the node is realized. Upon 
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will be taken. 
A branch in a stochastic netwo:rk has two parameters: asso-·cj"-ated 
with it: 1) the probability, p, that, the branch will be: t-ak.~Il if 'the _ 
node from which it emanates is realized and 2) the- t.ime, t, to ' i 
' 
' 
' . traverse the branch if it is taken.: The time, t, -may b:e.· a ·rando.n.1 
. variable. It should be noted that t need not a.¢.tually rep·resent time; 
' it may, represent any variable that is additi:·ve. This thesis will, in 
fact, consider another additive variab·le, cosd:;:,. in the analys:is: of a 
stochastic network. 
Figure 1 is an example of a st,.cYchast-ic ·network .made- lip .. o:f 
" 1 . " d exc usive-or no es. Node 1 is considered the input or ·source :nodei 
for the network, and nodes 7 and 8 are two output or $ink nod~s .. A 
GERT analysis of such a system will yield the ex.ae:t solution_ to the:-
f allowing: 1) the probability that node 7 would ·te. r_eali.zed .. it1 bn·~ 
realization of the network and likewise for node ·8.-, :and. 2-) the ~ond~-
i tional moment generating function of the time: t.o t:-ra.verse the netw.ork ) 
to node 7 and similarly for node 8. The following. p~r.agraph:f:1·. 'Will .- • . .-• '!'-
•• 
illustrate the similarity which exists between sto·ch:asti:C· network.:$ 
with "exclusive-or" nodes and semi-Markov proc.~s-:ses .. 
Semi-Markov Processes 
A GERT network of "exclusive-or'' ·nodes· Gan be :con13i,de.r:ed as :a 
system in which the next change of state is dependep.t only qpon t'he 
state currently occupied and not upon any past transitions. The 
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the current state and the next _state to b·e occupied. ·Trrese char~· 
acteristics suggest a strong similarity betwee·Ii GERT. networ~s a.rrd 
semi-Markov processes. Whitehouse has explored th·ese simil·ar::itie.s 
/ 
[ 14] and it appears that GERT is an extemely us·eful took for· -an-a'.lyz~ 
ing semi-Markov systems with at least one apsorbing state:.. GER.T 
appears to involve significantly fewer c~lcur·ations t·han. -other ·meth.ods 
of analysis and, in addition, yields res:111t.s. wh-iC!b ar·e more complete .. 
The purpose of this thesis will be to :$l':talyz~ an, economi.c s_yst·em; 
which is semi-Markov. 
Theoretical Background of GERT 
. 
. 
As stated previously the development of GERT ·invol'\ted.. c:o.nc:ep.t:~:r 
from f lowgraph theory, PERT type networks, and.. mo:merrt ,ge_ne-:i:--ati'.ng 
functions. Several concepts of flowgraph theory~ particula:r··ly· ine 
topological equation, play an important role in the theory of GERT' .• 
' For this reason, a brief outline of some basic conc.epts of· :flow-
graph theory will be attempted. 
Flo,,rgx·aph analysis is a methoq_ o-.:r· dis;playil;'l:g: :p±crt:or,ially· the 
equations .,,rhich relate the variables in a system.. :The nodes in ~ 
flowgraph represent the variables while the b.ranc-h_e·s reirre·S.ent t_he 
equations relating the variables. These bran·ch·e'S ·are cons·idered.. 
transmittances and involve a direction which di:f:f.er'entiates the node• 
representing the independent variable :t'rom the node representing 
the dependent variable. The simple :flowgraph below indicates that 












































variable and a is the transmittance . 
X y 
a 
In general the objective of a flowgraph arialysi:s is t,o solve a 
complex network representing a number of simult·aneous equations .for. 
the equivalent transmittance between two nodes. The l;)asi•s for 
solving for this transmittance is the topological -eqµation. The 
topological equation states that the sum of the loops- f'c)rmed in the 
following manner will always equal zero in a. clqse·o. f·lowgraph:-
Li in the above equation is the sum ,of tl;le ith orde:r l:oops: .. A :fi ..rst 
- . . ' .· 
- . . . -. 
order loop in a flowgraph is defined as the :pr.oduct c,:f· th:e ·trans--
mi ttances associated with a sequence o:f directed bran.che.s which le-.ave: 
and return to a common node. An nth order loop is de:fine·d :as, the·: 
product of n different non-touching first order l9ops. · The ·concept 
of loops in a flowgraph is illustrated in figure 2 .• . .. ' 
A more convenient form of the topological equation is known as-
Mason 1 s Rule and can be used to find the equivalent transmittanoe, 
T, between two nodes in a flowgraph. This is 
T = [ 1:(path x Lnon-touching loops)] Lioops 
This can be stated in words as follows. 
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loop I b 
First Order Loops: loop I= ab, loop II= 
LFirst Order Loops = ab + cd + e 
Second Order Loop: (loop I)(loop ,II.l) = ·abe 
1:second Order Loop= abe 
Topological Equation: 
L1oops = 0 
1 - ( ab + cd + e) + abe - 0 
-.:: 
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multiply the transmittance obtained by the sum of· all non-touching loops. Sum the modified path transm:tttanc_es and divide by the sum of the loops. 
An example of these calculations w::Lll be given :after' th,e· c:oncepts 
of flowgraph analysis and stochastic networks as ,introdu.ce·d so far 
are integrated to form the GERT technique. 
The developers of GERT, in attempting to apply flowg-raph t·ech~: 
niques to the analysis of stochastic networks which involve pa.rameter,s 
of probability and time, realized that since the :flowgra.:ph sy-st·em 
was mul tipli cati ve, the time parameter could t1.ot. be_ oonsider-ed as .a 




solution to this problem was to make- a. transformation on 
parameter to convert it into a multiplicative operat.qr. Th1 trans~ 
formation which was selected was the moment generat·ing f-unc~i·on (MGF) . 
The reason for this choice was that the MGF o:f 'the sum of· independent, 
randon1 variables is equal to the product ot· the MGF o:f the· t.n.dividual. 
variables. The MGF of a frequency distribut.ion is equal to .E:Ce 8 -t) • 
The exact farm of the transmittance to be· as scYc-:iat:e:d with a 
branch in a GERT network was determined to b.e- ... 
W1· J. ( s ) = ( p · · ) ( M • ._ ( s ) ) lJ lJ. . .· 
where Wij ( s) is the transmittance, Pij is the .condi·tiona.l J;)rc;fbab:ility ,, 
and Mij(s) is the MGF of the time to traverse the branch • 
The result then of applying Mason's Rule to: a GERT network with 
transmittances as defined above will be an equivalent transmittance, 
·,.1e ( s), between an input node and an output node. This equivalen:t 
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equivalent probability o:f reaching that node, and Me ( s) , t:he: :equiv.a-
lent MGF of the time to reach that node. Pe can be broken oq.t from 
" 
,' 
We ( s) by evaluating We ( s) at s = 0, since all MGF b.e·c:ome equal ·t:-d or)._e. 
whens - 0. 
Pe = We(s) I s=O 
Me(s) can be determined by dividing We(s) by t.h·e: eg_uiv.~1.ent I)rob·a--. 
bility as just determined. 
Me(s) = We(s) 
we(s)I s=O 
.. 
Although it is not always possible to recogniz·e or :in,rert, th.e: 
equivalent r.1GF obtained in a GERT analysis, it is pos·sibl~ to ·de.te.r~ 
mine the moments of the time to traverse the system sine~ "the·nth 
deri vi ti ve of M ( s) evaluated at s = 0 yields the nt.h. mo:tne:nt-. Thus . e 
the expected or mean equivalent time will be equal t:o t,he firs.t 
moment, and the variance of the time can be fo.und whe:n the f.i·r·st and 
second moments are known. 
An Example 
The preceding material of this chapter has descri·be;d the met!l~ 
odology of GERT. Fri tsker and Happ have suggested the _:foll·owt.ng s.teps 
in a GERT application: 
• 
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5) make inferences concerning the system. u.nd:er 's·t:udy from the information in step 4 
In order to illustrate the concepts invotve:d :·in GEBT an :exaJI1.ple 
will be presented which will involve steps 2 t:rtrdugb 4 of th:e ·prec-ed-
ing list. 
Assume the following network of "e:xclusive-~:or'' no:des: has been 































mean var. MGF 
25 :. e25s 
6, :·· 6s e .. 



































































·., In order to apply Mason's Rul·e tI1e paifhs an:d lboJ;H:3·- .rnus·t be ~~t-ermine·d_-. 
path I = abcg, Lnon-tout!h_irig i.oops - l 
path II - af g, Lnon-touch-ing :1oopf3 ····· ·_l. - de:, 
• 
L1oops - 1 - de 
Applying Mason's Rule the following equivalent MGF is obtained.· 
W (s) = .49e37s+s2 + .3e33s (l-.3e7s) e 
(1 - .3e78 ) 





- ~4~ + ~3(,T} = ·i 
.7 

























derivitive of Me(s). 








Higher moments could also be obtained- from ·:~'.le(·s·_)- :if ciesire:d .. 
GERT Exclusive-Or Computer Program 
In order to handle the computations which would b.e i.nv:o]_ye¢i. in 
the analysis of a complex network, a computer program )J,a_s b:"e.en -cleve.1-
oped [ 2 ] , [ 3 ] . This program requires as input a .descr:i.ption o:f 
each branch of the network to be analyzed. This d_escripti_qri i::rtcltiqJ~s: 
the start and end node of each branch, the p.robal.):ility of· :tt:S l5eif_ng 
taken, and the type and para.meters of' t'J:1e· distribution o·f. the time t·o 
traverse the branch. The output of the :program ·includes :f:or :each 
pair of source and sink no~es the paths and loops: :as~oci~ted with thei 
network, the probability that the sink node will be realiz.ed, and 
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III THE TELEPHONE MOiiEtL 
General 
The model which is to be analyzed in this p.ape:r is a network 
representation of the life cycle of a telephone set. This mathe-mat-
ical n1odel was developed by Bell Telephone Labor_atorie:s :for the. pur·--
pose of analyzing costs incurred by Bell System Oper:atin.g :C-ompanies: 
in satisfying customer demand for telephone sets [ .4 ]_. ·The network 
is comprised of 23 semi-Markov states which: re_:pr·es·ent- ·t_he phys_ica.1 
• locations and events that can be encountered in th:e life of a tel·e~ ' 
phone set and the associated costs which ar-e incur:r.e-d by a t.elep~on.e. 
compaey. This telephone state diagram, as -i:t ttas be.en cal.le.a.., .is 
shown in figure 3. For each branch in this n.etwork the p.aram.et.e_rs 
are: the probability that the particular brq;nch will b-e: ta.ken, the . 
distribution of time required to traverse ·the branch, and the cos.t 
incurred when the branch is taken . 
.:, 
Al t11ough the state diagram as shown in figure· ·3: 'is· ·identical t.o 
that developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, th.e CO:f3t dat·a and 
transition times have been altered for the purpose: o:f thi,s analy_s:is .: 
Network Description 
The fallowing paragraphs will attempt to explain ·the vari·otls 
states and flows represented in the telephone state di·agram .. 
" The life of a telephone set begins in state 21, :MANUFACTURE,, 
from which it proceeds to state 22, DISTRIBUTING HOUSE, and then t:o , . 
state 23, TELCO STOCK. The latter two states, 22 and 23, ar~ .stock-
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difference between these two states ·i·s: th·at t.he dist:tibµt··i.ng· hquse. is: ( . .. . . .. 
a regional distribution point whereas· TELCO .STOCK repr.e-.se-:nt.s ·a ... ftet 
J being inventoried on a local basis. 
From state 23 a telephone set wil1~ after sqm~ l:e_ngth -o·f t-ime_, 
enter state 1, one of three different in-service -states. Th.Jfse :in-
·, 
service states, "A", "B" and "C", represent :t:h9s_-e in:te:rvals in the. 
life of a set when it is on a telephone c)1s:t·ome·r·':s :pre1111ses anci . 
:"u..rictioni:1.g properly. Three different states ta.re- :usErd tc). re_p._res:e.nt 
a set's being in-service in order to represent m.o·re .ac .. c:urai;e61Y the-
different degrees of reliability of the set as. :a £-'grtction of the: 
manner in ,-1hich it achieved in-servi.:ce ~ftfitlls .: The dif:fer.ent de}$·r·e·es 
of reliability are reflected in the .ri.etwork b_y· the eJq)ecte.d length 
of time that the set will remain in-service- un.ti·l :a r-epair ·iI3 :needed.. 
Thus, state 1, IN-SERVICE "A", v.rhi,Gh .is ctcc1.+pie.d by newly -rnan:u:r~c-
tured or shop repaired sets, has an ex.pe·cteci time liP,til- TR.ODBLE_, .st.at .. E3 . 
15, of 8 years. In-service states "B" a:h .. d '°'Q:"' ,: :t.o be e.xpi·a.ixre·:d 
later, have somewhat shorter expect~d i·n..;..·se:rv·ice times-. 
A set will eventually leave an i-n--:s·er·vice state- by- ort.e of tw-o 
routes. One route is proceeding to TROUBLE, states 1-5., :1:l+ o_r ·13 
which implies that the set has been reported defective 'b·y a .Ctt"St:omer· .• 
The other route is moving to DISCONNECT, state. 4, ·which- o:ccti.rs :when-
a set becomes out-of-service for reasons other than :a malfunction. 
For instance, a request for a different style of' phone, the event of 
a customer moving out, or non-payment of a customer's bill wo11:id ' 







From DISCONNECT a set will pass to stat>e ·12,. LEFT:--IN.,. ;and: 
from there it may either 1) be reconnect~d .and ent.~ .. :r stat.e 3·,. I.W-'""" 
SERVICE "C", for field repaired or. reconn•ec·te·d S'ets -, 2) b~ l_oB't ·.err 
stolen and enter state 20, LOST OR S'I'O.LEN, or 3·} be: return·ed ·to . .. . - ;,y· 
the local telephone company as represen·t-ed ·b.y :state 5, TELGO. GAIU\.G-E_ .. 
From TELCO G.AJ~.AGE the set may either be deemed ih working ord,er ·and 
pass through TURN AROUND, state 10, TELCO STOCK, state 11, and 
eventually into state 2, IN-SERVICE "B"; or ,t•h·e set wi.ll be clet·.e.x·mir1e,d 
to be in need of repair and sent back t.o· the. 'dist.ributix1g: ho1.icse for-: 
repair as represented by state 6, ''C" STOCK:. 
A set 1.,rhi ch has left an IN-SERVICE state via_ ·a TROUBLE· state 
-' 
has t'\tro al ter11ate routes. It may be repaired o-n tb:-e· dustome.r' s p.r.e-
mises and placed back into service as depicted by stia±-E=- 16., FIELD 
REP.A.IR, and state 3, IN-SERVICE "C"; or the ~et w_ill ·b.e .re.moved, f,rotn 







sent to the distributing house for repair. The ·ratter sErque::nc.e i.s. 
!'"epresented by transitions through state 17, TEL:CO GARA.GE, an:d stat·e 
-~ 8 ~ ., 
- ' 
"C" STOC~. 
Unrepaired sets residing in states 6 or :1·5·,. 'T°c=·o $.ttOC .. K·,,. w:i:._·11. 
either be junl~ed if they are unreparable (state 19:, -JtlWK):,~ or they 
will be shop repaired and returned to the teleplton_e com]?any -(_state 7:, 
SHOP REPA.1R, to state 8, "C" STOCK, to state 9, TELCO s:ro:CK) and 
eventually placed back into service (state 1, IN-SERVICE ''A1"Y. 
: Several features of the model just <ies-cribe·d deserye -b.igh.li_ght--







•. ·UFACTURE, and the output or absorbing state's are :s,tate. ·2:0,:, .. '.t.Q_ST. :OR. · 
STOLEN, and state 19, JUNK. Between the time -~ :set ·:is: rnanuf·act.vred 
and the time it is junked, los't, or sto·Ie:n .. ~ ,t't, will :reside :pt·.i1narily 
in in-service states interrupted .from time. to. tirn:e '.by ·a t·r-a.:rtsit.io:h 
through a repair cycle or a disq·onnect cyc·ie. The physic:a.1 '.lo:cat...-
ions which a set may occupy ¥ary f:rom .a rnanu.fa·ct.uring sour.ere·,. 
through a regional distribution and re:r>air facility,: th:tougb.: a local:· 
telephone company, to a customer's premise. 
l~et,.;ork Parameters 
The nominal values of the network :pa;ra.me.t.e:crs· t:.o ·b:e_ -µsed in thi:s_ 
analysis are shown in figure 4. Most of t.he time:"s: :as·soc:i:f$.t_e-d wit:'.b. 
-the branches are relatively small., on. tlre c:>:tder c>f a '.n:t,'.lillber .. or.· dJ~\ys- •. 
-· The exceptions to this are the times associated with the pas.sag·e 
from in-service states to D.ISCONNECT or to 'rRO:UBLE. -These ·times . ~ .. . . . . 
are summarized below. 
branch from 
IN-SERVICE "A" to TROUBLE 
IN-SERVICE "B" to TROUBLE 
II~-SERVICE "C" to TROUBLE 
a.11 IN-SERVICE states to DISCONNECT 
:mean. time :· ... ;'-• ·. .. . 
:·8.0 years 
7 .2 yea·r.s 
6. •. 5· year·s 
l .·o years. 
These times are relatively quite long compared t·o :p~~:s:ag:e t-im.e-.s 
in the remainder of the network. Note also that the ejq)ect.ed t:ime 
W1til TROUBLE is 10% less for sets in IN-SERVICE "B0 t'han f'()r· s.et~s· in· 
IN-SERVICE "A". Similarly, sets in IN-SERVICE "'C" :hq,Ve an expec·ted 
time until repair that is 10% shorter than fo.r s:.et:s .in IN-SERVICE f'B''. 








2 to 14 
State 3 to 13 
State l to 15 
<' State o to 9 
r, . ' '°) l t O 22 wtat,e r ..L 
State 22 to 23 
Stat,2 23 to 21 
State 1 to 4 
State 4 to 5 
Stal,e 5 to 6 
State 6 to 7 
State 7 to 8 
St3,te 9 to 1 
State 18 to 7 
Ct"' -- -~ 0: t O 19 u ct v ::::'. 
r-.. 
c+ ,· ~ - Ju·-·. to 19 u L, c:., :..., ~..::' -
Stat~ 17 to 18 
Sta0c 15 to 17 
Stal,e 5 to 10 
State 10 to 11 
State 11 to 2 
State 2 to 4 
State 4 to 12 
Stai.,e 12 ~to 20 
State 12 to 3 
State 3 to 4 
State 13 to 17 
State 14 to 17 
State 14 to 16 
State 15 to 16 
State 13 to 16 
State 16 to 3 
State 12 to 5 
State 19 to 24 
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*Denotes exponenti8.l distribution. All other times ::wd: costs 
are constant. 
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in these states, 
The average length of time until a ··s.et in any :i.n-s._eryi:c;e. st:·a.1>e 
is disconnected is conditionally one year. 
All of the times shown above, which .arf=· assoc±ate:d with. pa~·$:ag_e 
I 
out of an in-service state, have an exponent:ial distr.i"b:µt,ion:. Thi$ 
is intuitively satisfying as it im:p,lie:s i{h~t t:he.: oc.curr:tinc·e of a 
malfunction is a random event. All ot'.>f the t:irne.s -ass:o_c:iated w.itb .ot'.he.:r 
branches in the network are considered c·on.st·ant .. 
Another i tern worth noting is: th.at :c1f th.e p:ifq1Yabi1i··t:ies· as.·scJci·at:~ 
ed with entry into the two absorbi·ng st·ate.s. 'I'h~se probab:ilit.ies· ' 
are relatively small. The 
LEFT-IN, state 12, will be 
probability that a. s:et- _pass:·ing through \. 
lost or stolen is .06.. The proba~ility 
that a set being sent to a distributing hous·e r·or ·re:pa:i.r wi.11 be. 
. 
. ' 
found unreparable is only .04. These value~ ·o·f prob·a1Jility :imply: 
that the average set will cycle through the network $ev·eral times 
before eventually being absorbed. 
Model Characteristics 
Several characteristic's of ·this: ·rriod.el ar-e. :worth tne,nti.on·in~ t .. o 
the extent that they suggest a similarity to other J)foqJ,x-ct :·1i:fe 
cycles. One of these characteristics is th.e reparable. natur·e· o.f· a. 
" 
telephone set. Combining this with the length of ti.me a ·s·et rema.i:n.s 
in-service yields an extremely long physical life- for :a unit. An--
other characteristic is that the equipment :i.s. lea.$~d to a cu,sto:mer 
rather than sold, and revenue is produced base.:d op ,f.ixefd pl11s variable. 
charges. 































These characteristics suggest that this System :w.ollld not be 





computer time-sharing te.:tn+i.nal 'l.east·ng 
Although parameters would be expected to vary eonsidera.bly it 
is possible that network configurations associa:ted with th..e above 











IV ANALYSIS USING GERT EXCLUS.I·V:E_;QR· PRO:G.RAM 
·, 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter will be to. perform a IIUHiber Of anal-
yses of the telephone l'ife model using t:he GERT exe:i.u:sive.-or com:pUi:\er 
program. The chapter following this will em.ploy the GERT Sim.ulatioil 
program to analyze the telephone life model. The Objective of the 
various analyses in this and the following chapter is to present 
specific examples of the use of GERT techniqttes ,a;s tools .ip an 
'. 
economic analysis of networks of systems with a m.oderate amount of 
complexity. These examples will serve to illustrate the relative 
advantages and disadvantages which the GERT methodology has to offer. 
In this chapter the GERT exclusive-or program will be us.ed in . 
the following general areas: 
solving for general characteristics of the system 
performing sensitivity analyses 
analyzing multipara.meter changes 
The telephone state diagram is shown in figU]?e 5 redrawn as 
.. 
a GERT network made up of "exclusive-or" nodes, The tWoabsor1):ing 
states of the telephone state network have bee·n combined so that the 
resulting GERT network has one absorbi:n:g_ st.at:f2. 
General System Characteristics 
There are a munber of general characteristics of the s,yste:tn 
which can be solved for Which are of interest in an e(::Q!lomic Sense 
and which can be obtained with a relatively straightforward application 
of the GERT exclusive-or program. One of these characteristics is 
the expected life of the unit. The value obtained .l'or this statistic 
J 











































GEB'I': Representation o·f Te)_ephon~ .So:t;'ate .Di,agr·a.m 
--- -,.·--· ..,_ ____ _ 











·2··.·-5· . . . . 
· ... -·._ .· 
was 63. 38 years. The reason for ·t.biiS bei·n.g relatJ.ve·ly h·ig1l. i:S that 
the item is continually being repaired and ·can. only 1.eaye ·t:.he pyst.em. 
by being lost or stolen or by being junked._ The pr:C:>b·a.bilit:Le.-s ·df 
• these events occurring during any ·partic.u1ar· cycle are relatively 
small. Ref erring to figure 4 , whic•h li-sts the values of t·hE; :system 
parameters, these probabilities are .04 that t:he· unit will be fOtm:d 
--unreparable and junked and . 06 that the unit -will b:e lost or stolen. 
In order to appreciate the effect which the.se "exi.t" pr·oba.bili·ti.es 
have on the expected life of a unit, var.-i._~ti.ohs we.re made in the 
probabilities and the resulting mean ;li:f'e s·tat'i_s,tic-s· w.ere 'J?.lott.ed. 
Figures 6 and 7 show that as eithe.·r o·f the- ~-x:.it pr:ot>:a"b.ilit,i.es in-
creases the expected life of the unit drop::;: a.t :arj: iJ1cre.as·ipg_ rate. 
Also shown in figures 6 and 7 i:s t.lle ave:I'Jige· i.n..;._.$:ervic:e: l·if·e 
• 
of the i tern. This statistic reflects t-he .mean tim.e that ·the t1n.i·t :is 
J· 
"in-service", that is, functioning properly anq sa.t:is:fyi.n.g: .cus·tom.er " 
demand. This statistic was calculated by pl.acing a ti:rp.e· value or·· 
"O" on all branches of the network except tl1os-e represe.rttitig in-ser-( 
vice states "A", "B'l\._and "C". The value obtained fo:r ·this statistic 
was 50. 4 years . 
Of interest also is the back-up ratio whie.h., i.s obtaine.d l;>y 
di vi ding total average unit life by average in--service J..i·_fe.. '-Th:i..s 
ratio, which is 1.25., indicates that on the average a tmi.t· is in-
service during 80% of its total life .. 
Another statistic of' interest is the expected 'tot;ia;l cost Incur-\ ;• ,·. 
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dollars. It is clear that the .mean C:os:t will var:y in -much thE=. .s.a.m.e 
manner as the mean life did as a funct:ibti.. of: the: t,~itf' ptob·abili.ties. 
The statistics mentioned up to· th.is pbi.r+t~ .. a.re·· s·TJ:m:rnar.iz:eq below: 
mean unit life, Lt= 63.38 ·yeaJ:"s 
mean in-service life, Ls = 50-. 4 ye.ars back-up ratio, B = 1.25 
mean total cost, Ct= 684 dollars 
These four statistics can be used to obtai,n· an ,effective per~ 
formance measure for the overall system. Thi·s statis-t:i·c: will ·b:e 
defined as the expected cost to satisfy the den1ar1d f·or o·ne uni:t .f:c>r 
one year. It is obtained as follows 




This statistic will be used subsequently as the- :ptima.cy· me .. asure 
of the effect of system parameter changes. I-ts val11e for -t·h·.e .nomi:n&I-
, values of cost, times and probabilities was. a.etermined ·to ·b.·e ·$.:13. )8. 
Another set of statistics which may be obt~_ined from.: a straight 
forward application of the GERT exclu9 __ ive-or compute·.r program is the 
expected number of times that any branch or node wil.l. be taken.· Th.is 
is accomplished by placing a "O'' time value on. all branches of t·he 
network except the one of interest. This branch is gi ver.i. :a. time ·v:alue: 
·or "l". .if it is desired to determine the mean number· ,of p·ass~s: 
through a given node rather than a particular branch, then all. br·anch~ 
es incident to the node are given time values equal to ''-11' .apo. all 
other branches are given "O" time values. One stat:is-.t·:i:.c, ,obta±-n:ed .. ' . . . . ~ .• . . '· 
. ' .. 










































of the telephone set, is the average number of .<repair .or ·q.i.s.c·9nnect 
cycles through which a unit passes. Thi,s is equivalent to, deter-
mining the expected number of timE=s· that ·a unit passes through each 
of the in-service states. The results, summarized below., .in.die.ate. 
that the average unit is shop repaired a.pout 8. 5 times ,.. ·'·'·tur:n.ed . 
around" .4 times, and repaired in the field. C±-~.e. on cI1stomer 11remis-
es) 5.5 times. 







In this section the subject. o:f sensi'tivi:ty .afialys.is wi·:ll be.· 
discussed along with some applications of· the: ·GERT e4t!lus~::iv~~o1> 
l 
progra_rn to perform some computations in th.is ar.e·a .. , Iri .generftl.;. · 'J. 
. 
' 
sensi ti vi ty analysis is used to measure the .ch,ange. in. s··,ome ];>-art .. i.cru--
lar system performance measure as a functio:r:i. of chan:ges. in ·one or· 
more system parameters. In our case of a mult.i:parameter :system, w~: 
may be interested in the effects of changes • in: 
with branches, times associated with branches, o.r the pr.obabilities 
associated with branches. It should be noted ·tl}at~, ·wh,en c,h.a:nge.s i·n 
transition probabilities are made to the extent thttt· .. qi pr.obability ]J~~ 
, comes O, the effect is to change the actual netw.o:rk configurat:ior.t 
since, effectively, a branch has been removed. 
• 
Two important properties o:f the. network under c·onside,r.at~ion p:J..·Etc:·e. 
limitations on the ability to perform a sensitivi.ty analys:i·s... dne_ 











relating system parameters to 9.ystem. output, The result Of t'li:i,c; is 
that in some cases the ef'f'ect Of' parameter changes can b•e EiVl,lluated 
only numerically, that is by varying par.arneters about a hom:inal 
value and observing the change in the 13ystem performance measure. 
The other restriction is a result of the f6rtn of· the System per-· 
formance measure which is being utilized. Thi,13 measure, which :i.13 
average cost per year per unit demanded, is OlYhained ohly by com'bin-
ing two independent statistics of the network, g,verage. SE(Mti.ce lifi= 
and average total cost. Thus this. condition also preve•nts a strict 
theoretical analysis as a means :fo•r detertnining sensitivity. 
·T· he .. ' ., 
. ·· ... · .. ::·_ 
paragraphs which follow will detail methods which .can 'be used t.o 
gain insight into the sensitivity of the model along with resu;Lts 
which have been obtained. 
Sensitivity, as it will be Used here, is defined as the ratio 
of the fractional change in one variable to the f.ractioJial change :i.n 
another. The symbol S~ will be used to denote the Seh13itivity of 
y with respect to changes in .x·; ·attd i.s :de:·fi:neq -as: 
~ - X - -y • dy ax 
In the analysis of the telephone life c;;ycle the sens'ltivity ·to 
be evaluated is the sensitivity of the system perfortnah¢e measure, 
average cost per unit year, C*, to changes in hetwork JlflXarneters 
such as times and costs. 
One property of exclusive-or networks which provides a useful 

































the mean value of a branch parameter and the mean v·alue of :t.he 
system total. In other words, equal increme-nts i.n.,: say·, the mean. . 
time to traverse a certain branch will produc_e equal increments in 
the total mean time to traverse the system. ·The reasonirig for th:is 
1 follows. For any given branch in the rxetwork there· exists a statis-
tic which indicates the mean number of times that that branch, is· 
taken in a realization of the network. This statistic depettds .only' 
on system configuration and transition _p·rob.arri-Jit:i·es: an·q. .is ir1d~;... 
pendent of the actual time to travers·e 't.he b:ranch-. Recall th?,t this 
statistic is determined by placing a. t.ime: va:t.1.1e at· ·''l.'" on the ·'o:r&nch 
of interest and a "o" value on all oth:ers. rrbu.s the contributiort to ., 
total mean system time due to any br·ar1.ch. i, .11 ., can b:e exp·re ..ss:ed· :as 
. l • = .k .. .• ·t. 1 .... ·1 .l 
where ki is the mean number o:f passes ·through br:a.nch i.,· :and t:·1_ is 
the mean time to traverse branch i. 
As an illustration showing this lineari·ty, fi.·gu:re ·8 shows t.he·· 
results of varying one parameter, shop rep-ai:r: -~Ost, an.cl th·e e:ffect 
it has on the average cost per unit year. E~ch va·lue. w1:ts: bb·t~ined 
by a separate run of the exclusive-or pr·ogr·ani. The re:SU:lt:i)1g p:l:o.t 
indicates the linear relationship. 
Making use of this linear relationship it is pOSJ3ibi~ t·:o· expre.~:s 
the statistics of expected total cost ip.curred, :mean. lif·e and. mean. 
service life as linear functions of branch times: ·and :cost's. Thus· 
Ct = f:k. c· 
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where Ct is total average cost incttrr·ed. .. , _i .run-s from l"' to ·n, the 
total number of' branches , and ci is ·th.e cos.t- assoc·±ated. with· b:ran.C!'h i. 
Also 
n 
Lt= L k• t-
. l 1 1 1= 
where Lt is the average unit li:fe and ti is trie, ·me·M time a.ss-o:ciateci: 
with branch i. Finally, the average in~s·ervice 1, .. i·f:e:, L:,s, :c,an be 
ex-pressed as 




where i t s denotes only thctse-' or:an:che:s $,ss:ociat~d with in-service 
states are considered. 
R 11 · th t th f t :t'f ·t · · c .. * c_·._.an. ·b_·e 
eca 1ng a e measure o-. · .sys ·:e.m e< .ec ive.ne·s:s 
expressed as ~ 
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The above equation relates the system p·erforma:nc.e ;measure to 
~-
each of the branch parameters of cost and time-. r:t ip possi.-ble ·t.hen 
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This can be proven as follows. 
-s·.-_c_··*_· By ·d.ef:1.n.aiti·oti ·c . would.· be the 
. l ' 
ratio of the fractional change in C* to the :fractional Phange in ci. 
· Let a small change in ci be denoted by dci. The Change in C* would 
\ 









Therefore once the ki have been detennin~d, the sensitivities CJf' t:he 
system performance measure with respect to the cost paramE=ters cap 
be readily found. A simple program was Written to compute these 
sensitivities. The ten largest cost se.I"lsitivity :factors are shown 
below 
branch from 
State 9 to 1 
St2.te 16 to 3 
St a. t t-::. 12 to 5 
St2.te 6 to 7 
State 12 to 3 
State 4 to 12 
State 21 to 22 
State 23 to 1 
State 15 to 17 
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In a similar manner, the sensitivity of G* With ;respect to the 
branch times which represent in-service states can be determined, Th 
this case six branches represent in-service times and these are, shown 
below • order of their sensitivity in 
branch from k• t. k .. t. gC* l ']. ]. l . C. 
l State 1 to 15 3.70 8.o 29.60 
.467 State 3 to 13 3.03 6.5 19.69 
.311 State l to 4 5.79 l.O 5.79 • {)_91 
·c 
·.~ . 
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State 3 to 4 
State 2 to 14 
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Note that the sensi ti vi ties above -a.re, negativ.e as ·ipc?:r.eases in 
in-service life result in a decrease i·n ·ann1J.al cos:ts. Al·so, bec-·ause 
.. 
the changes in C* due to changes in t.8 :~:re r·e_f:lected. in tb~ denom-
minat or of C*, these sensi ti vi ties are fir.st o,rd·er .appr,oximations 
c~· to st. and are good for small changes in t.1 about th:e nomi·nal value.s: l 
of the in-service times. 
the system measure, C*, is shown :in ·r·igur.e ... 9 ,•, ...•.. 
ed by varying the length of times that the unit $.pends in-service 
until a repair is required. These reli}ibility ·db.ariges are expresseQ; 
as a percentage change about th~ir nominal. v.alues. :The~ shape ot the 
curve drawn through the observations indicates the :·inverse relation-
ship between average cost per unit year and in-.service tirne,s. ·· 
Another form of sensitivity investigation c.on,c.e.rns: de_t,,erm.ining 
the effects of changes in transition probabili tie:s on. th.e system: 
performance measure. In the case of variations in' :p:ropa.b·:ilit:i:E:s_.; the 
sensi ti vi ties must be evaluated numerically by :v-acyi:ng prob,ab.i_i:i_t·i.es 
. about a nominal value. Figure 10 shows the .results .of varying the-
probability of transition into state 19, J"tJl'IK, for units which ar:e 
about to be shop repaired. The nominal value of· this para.met.er 'i:s 
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a linear relationship between ch~nges in t};).is:: ·prob.~b-:il'i.t.y anti. the 
average cost per unit year. 
Analysis of l-1ultiple Parameter Changes 
.. A third area in which the GERT excl-µs::tve.-·or ·p.ro_gra;m can. b:e used • 
in perf arming economic analyses is :~o .ana.ly·ze mu1t.i·p1e Iia.ra.met·e,r · 
changes for their effect on system performanc:e.. An. exa.mp·l.e .of a 
multiple parameter change for analy·sis would be the· followin-g:- ·a 
change may be p1"oposed which involves :an inc:r·easeq. :r?eli-abili·ty of 
uni ts (reflected in their expected time until. re.pair} at the- eJq)_e.nse 
of increased manufacturing cost and increase.cl s·hop: repair costs:. ' 
Whether or not this change is economical and tQ wha,t extent c··an be 
solved readily using the exclu.sive-or program.. Or:, i_f' the vector:,. 
. " 
K, of mean number of paEf.ses, ki, through ·ci"l'l br:anches. has· be·en de..;. 
termined, the problem can· be solved ·even ·rno,re quicl(ly·. 
and that manufacturing costs go up by $3.5.0 :and th.at shop repair 




that each unit passes through manufacture once, tl;le incre.ased qost 
of $3. 50 would be reflected in expected total cost, Ct, :as ·~timply ·an 
additional $3. 50. Knowing that the average unit ·p:asses thr-c:>ugp; a 
shon 1'epair cycle 8. 49 times implies that the increas-~d. s};lqp. rep·ai:r: 
cost of $1.00 would add (8.49) ($1.00) = $.49 to· Ct. . . The, i:ncreased 
reliability of 10% would extend service life by ( .. 8:):(~:7) ·+ (.72)(.5 .. 3-) 
+ . 65 ( 3. 03) = 5. 31 years. The new ·values of Ct a.nd 1 8 __ µnder the 















Ct = $684 + .$3. 50 + $8 ..•. 49· = $6,9:6 
Ls - 50.4 + 5.:3 = 5·5,.7 ,y_ears 
,,: 
.. , 
Average cost per unit year under th·is. a:lt·ernative woulci then .. be 697·/ 
55. 7 = $12. 51 which is a significa.nt i:rnproveme.nt over the c·urrent 
cost of $13.58. 
An example of another si tuati.:on which requi:reJ3 analy$iq of 
multiple parameter changes is the ·following: if n1.anufa<fturing -cost-s 
could be reduced significantly at what cost .doe,s·. it become m_ore 
economical to eliminate shop repair cycle··s 'E;P:ti.rely ::l3Jl·d s.iniply in-\ 
crease manufacture to meet demand? This :a.n.a1ysi$ :c·an, be C$.rried out: 
simply by: changing the probabilities such th.at. :all sets p·assi'ng 
through "C" STOCK, states 6 and 18, g:o ·to state l:9-, JUNK., "tvith prob-
ability 1. O. The cost of manufacture is t.hen reduced until -the re-
sulting calculations for average cos't: _per· u1J,it year_, C'*; f-all to: a 
value equal to the current value qf $13.58 . 
This analysis was carried out using the exclusi.ve.--.or p:r·ogr:a.m_,. 
, __ ,.,.:. ,: 
·~ ·. 
and the results are shown graphically in figure 11 . This g,raph 
indicates that manufacturing cost- would have to ·o.~-: reduc,e.d fr.om. ~··21 •. 60· 
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.FIGURE 11. Gf.apn, :o.f c·ost ·J?e:r .. · :tJnit ·ye:ar ·vs.. Mf:g· .• J).os·t: 
~· 
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V ANALYSIS US:ING- GER.T: SIMULAT:I .. QN 'PROGRAM .. ·" . . . ,.; : .. • .. .. . . .· .. '. . ... -· 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to lJresen.t .a nm.nbe:r ·of way:s. :in: 
which the GERT simulation computer program. can be: ·a us.e:f.1ll tool :L:n 
an economic analysis of systems such as the t·elephone life cycle •. 
The previous chapter presented a number of areas in: which the G]}l:{T 
exclusive-or program could provide useful inforn.1.c:1.tiotI., arrd ·this 
chapter will attempt to further the analysis by u.til:i·z·ip•g a. s·.i:mu-1~ 
tion approach. The areas explored will be tho$.~ .in which a •s·i-mu.la-. 
tion approach can yield informatio11 which is not· availa.b.Ie· f'r,orn. ·an 
"exclusive-or" analysis. Before clescribing tJ1e actua_l app:l:i:cEttion 
of the simulat=lon program to the, tel.ephone mod~-1:,, a brief descrip--
tion of the GERTS - II simulation program wi·11. be _given.. Following 
that, a set of program modifications which ·1:1a.v·e been: adde"d to GERTS: -
II to allow th~ program to simulate co,s:t: data as· well as time w1·11 
be discussed. 
GERTS - II Simulation Program 
The GERTS - II simulation prog1;.·am was dev.el:ope:d. ·py' A,. A·1an B. 
Pri tsker and Philip C. Ishmael for the purpose o.f si:tr1t1l·ati:qg· GERT'. ::net--
works. It is written in FORTRAN and utilizes the- GASP I.IA si:rnul:at.i.on 
language. This simulation program. presents to the tis~r a. s"i.ngle: 
package capable of simulating networks without the necess·:ity of 
writing a simulation program. tailored to a spec.:if.i.·c app:lication. The 
,. program requires as input the description :o:f t;h.e. ·r10.des and branches 

































tion proceeds by select.·ing brati.Gn.e.s- t.o 1?~ trave·rse:·a: bas.ed on r.aJ1d.C>.1I.1 
numbers. Times or costs associ.at,eo. with ·branches are ·1ikevtis·e: s:.elect-. .... -
ed by random sampling from the·:ir dist_r.ibutio:ris. .At t·h-e ·com1:}le·t.·ion 
of the simulation a number of statis.tics are _aut_omat_j_·ca:Lly coll.ect.ed 
for those nodes which the user has ·f3p.ecifi·ecl. For a netwo·rk in. which . . . . . . . . ..-. --
. 
. 






The probability that a speci.fied node· is realized; The average time to realize the speci·fied · 11od.e; An estimate of standard deviation o·f ·the time to realize the specified nqde; 
The minimum time observed -to r,ealize tne: specified node; 
The maximum time obs.erved t-o ~·ealize the s·pe·cified node; and 
( 6) A histogram of the ti.:rnes to realiz-e the s:pe·-oif;ied node. 
A simulation approach to the an_.alysis of :G-ER-T ne.tworks ha.s: a 
number of broad capabilities which are.· rt.Qt pres·ent.,' in a 
' or analysis. One is that the si.rnulat·iori p.rogram .is nJt restr:f cted. tc) 
networks made up of exclusive-or type nodes. However, even when. the 
network to be analyzed can be represented ·as entirely ex.c·lusive--or , 
nodes, there are features of a simulation analysis which are -desir.;... 
able. One .of these is the ability to aJ?.proximate ·the fr·e·q_u_ency dis-
tribution of some network statistic through the us·e of hif.:?tOg-r·e.ms: •.. 
A second useful feature is the ability to vary para.mete~s: and eve.n.. 
network configuration during the course of the simulatio.n.. ~:L.s 
feature can be used to allow determination of transient .cliarac-t·e:ris:-
tics of the network and non-steady state _c-haracterist.iGs ... 





















· change was made in the GERTS ..... II p:rogr.am.·. Tl:1l-s· .c:ha.rrge. was· ·th~ .qtd~' 
di tion of the capability to simulate a b·:r·anc'h ·pa.I.'"·am.~te.r··:suoll ~s cost· 
in addition to the parameter of time·.. .Beca:us:e trris chang;.e: woUld a.p-· 
·· pear to be a desirable feature for ~c:o.no:m.ic evaluations o:f network.s.,. 
the documentation of the chB.D:ge has bE=e:n inc.lude.d i:n the app.e:ndix ·to 
this thesis. The intent in the development: of' the c.os·t:.-sim1i"lating 
version was to produce a :generalized })a.Ckag;e· w.hd.ch would haver tbe 
:following characteristic.s: 
'· 
- -:; ~·· ~. 
·-...-7. -
·-1) the program could be us.ed whet/her or not c·os·t d.at.·a.. wer.e being collected in any :particular simulation and the newer version would be compatible wit:11, input :data s.et 
• .,. 1,,-- -··~·-., - "~·-==.;:;-::-::; :.-_---... 
up for the standard version of GERTS - II f 
2) f lexi bili ty would be suffi1cient to ·allow siinula.,ti,on c>"f a number of different kinds of cost functi·ons .~ 
The resulting program appears to meet. ·these obj ec>ti ves ~ The· ·ap-
pendix contains a report by the au.th·or· which describes. in 1det:ail t·he 
coding changes which are required. in the GERTS - II progr~, the ::input. 
requirements and a sample of th~ output o:f the r.E=vi.~ed pro.gram. 'I'his 
revised version of GERTS - II :is comp.1.et·e.l.y comp,at·!b.le w..i,th dat:a pre-
,, pared for the standard version. Thus·: it i.s :po:s.s,.j/ble t'Q, rev.i·s:e: &.3:y· 
' 
. ' 
standard GERTS - II program deqk without any· loss of g·~p.er::a.1,it,y·. 
In order to meet the objective of fl:exibil.i·ty t.b ·por·tr·ay qi.f~ 
ferent forms of cost functions, the prog·r·a.tn requires tne user· to 
., 
supply a function subprogram. This ·subprogram wiil. ·COnt:a.f,11 the neces• 
sary FORTRAN statements to perform a. cost calculation .. Th~ report .in· 
the appendix contains 3 sample cost functions whioh .m.ight typically be 













































of costs which the simulation gene~:~te_s.·. 
Analysis of Telephone Model 
In this section a number of applications of· the :UERTS - I-I sim-
ulation program to analysis of the te.lephone model wi'll l:,.e p.r:e-sented . 
. These applications include the determination of 
distribution of telephone life· and incurre·d c:ost distribution of present worth of i:ncur:red cos·ts distribution of average cost per y,e.ar pe··r telephcthe including time value of money 
In order to obtain an approximation of t:he :f.te:.q_p_ency dis·t.ribu-
tions of the total life of a t,elephone unit and t.h:e: ·tota.l. c~osts i:n_cu.r~ 
C 
red during the life, the cost simulatiI1g version: of· the GER'I.1S - I'J 
simulation program was run for 1000 simulations·: and histograms were 
produced for these two statistics. The santpl_e means obtai:ne·a :fr,orn 
this analysis are shown below wi~bh ~- :co:mpar·is;·o.n ·to t:h:e: t:heoret.i.cal. 




unit life, years 
incurred cost, dollars 











The probable reason for the discrepa.p.cy between the '\tal;ue;s. :o:f 
. 
. . 
mean unit life is the tendency when sampling from exponertti~l dis-
. but ions (without stratified sampling) to obtain a :J.::ower .mf3,a,n. / 
The data obtained for the histograms has been plotted and fi,gures: 
1·2 and 13 show the resulting frequency and cumulative :frequency dis:-
.) 
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tributuion for unit life. Similarly figures 14 an.a ... 1.5 ar,e th.e hi.-s-
tograrns showing the approximate frequency and c1,mJ1lati:ye frequen:cy· 
distributions of total cost incurred .. _ 
In order to evaluate the effects of ·the t_ime, value of' mopey, a 
simulation was performed to determine the -a:pp·roxima.te dist/r-ib:ution ,9f 
the present worth of the costs incurred at .an: interest. rate of 8- per-
cent. Figure 16 shows the resulting histogram using the .sam;e scale 
along the cost axis in order to compare visual_ly the effect ..s o-f -in- , 
eluding time value of money. 
:I A further analysis was: undertaken t.o .determine th-e. _av-erag-e. :qo·s·t-
per year to satisfy the demand for one tele1.2hone taki-ng_ into. acco.urit 
• the time value of money. This statistic requtres the ca·1c1.tlation :of· 
. 
. 
. :\ the amount of the uniform series of pay:me-nts whos:e pr.ej>_.ent 11'0:rth., Jis i 
equal to the present wortb of the cost:s inGUrred ove'r the, life of t·he: 
telephone. If time value of money were ignor·e--d th'.i..,s· st:atistic wou_lc~t 
_, 
multiplied by the backup ratio,. Th-_l-$ C'alcui1at_:ton ,_ 
l 
I 
:C·* = Ct • 
tt. . .. Ls 
was introduced in the chapter on. 'the exclusive-or ·analysis :artd i-s 
equal to $l3.58. I:f time value of' money is inc:luded, it is n.o l.onger~ 
possible to work with simple averages. The steps involved- in' g::im- ~-
ulating this statistic are listed below. 
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Determine the uniform series of payments, over a.length 
of time equal to the simulated life for that unit, Whos.e 
present worth equals the present worth _of ·the :c_os:ts ,as 
calculated in step 1. 
:3) Obtain a weighted value by :ln.Ultiplyirtg tIJ..e value obt:aiijecj_ 
in step 2 by the life simulated fo:r t.hat unit. 
4) At the conclusion of all simulations divide the: average 
value obtained in step 3 by the ave+age life. This 
figure should then be multiplied by the back UJ?ratio 
of 1.25 to obtain the statistic. 
The procedures n_ecessary to carry .o:Ut thes.e 4 steps are outl:i:ll.ed 
-·-
below: 
l) during each simulation the diSc6t):nted dei/3t. is ol;>ta:ined 
by the following formula ' 
where c is the cost incurred, tis the.current time and 
Cpw is the present worth of' the cost 
2) at the conclusion of each ;i:m:µlation, the amount of .the 
uniform series of payments over the life. of the unit Jt1$t 
simulated is found by 
3) 
A= ciw . ( . o 8} .. e ( · Q 8 }tt ot 
e ( · 08)ttot -1 
where A is the amount of uniform serie$ Of payments, C~w 
is the total of the present worth of _all incurred 
costs and ttot is the total life of the unit si1n:Ulated 
the value obtained in step 2 is weighted by the total 
time as shown below 
.-. l 
where Aw is the amount of annual payment m:'!11tipJd.ed by· 
- the simulated lif'e of' the unit 







. . c... 
' \ 
5.2 
C** = ~/ttot (1.25) 
where C** is the average cost per Yea,J" per unit demanded. 
The procedures outlined above :were ca.rried out fO:r 500 Simulations 
and the resulting value obtained was 16. 48. ·Th:i_s figure lq signifi-
cantly higher than the $13.58 amount O'btain&dW:i.th<1>ut time value of 
money included. The reason for thi_s· diffe·rE=nc:e is pr.ob~bly dt:re· t.·P 
.. 
the relative timing of the incurred costs wh:i_ .. ch im:poses a. relat:i.Vely 
high cost irrunediately upon manufacture. and then eff'ect.:i.vely pa;ys it 
back over a period of ti:me which is suff:i.c:iently lQtig to incur a sign:t ..... 
ficant interest cost. When the sys.1:;errr is vieweQ. a;s one in Which 
manufacture is done on a continuous basis to meet demand, the be.tcber 
estimate of cost per year would perhaps be the lo'Wer f'igt.i:re Of $.13 .. 5$,, . 
... 
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VI ·coNCLUSIONS .AND' RECOMMEN1JA.TI:6NS· . . ' . . . . ~ •'.' .- . . .. . . .- . . . . . . 
-- . . . . . -
Conclusions 
to an economic model of· tb.e _pr·o·d.uct. life cyc·le ·of .an 'item. a,.nd ·t11at 'a. 
number of useful statistics WE=:te obtain.able. These stati:stic,$. were . 
... derived from data perta,i·n_i:ng ·t'O: costs ·1:n:curre,ct and/or t.itne ,sp.ent in 
> 
of the system was developed and was. defi::n:e:cl.. as ·tl1e .cot,·t t-o satisfy the 
demand for one item for one year. Thi.,s per.f-Ofni.an.c·e-, measur:e. was. t.h·en. f 
shown to be linearly r·el.ated t,o· the indivi·dU&l branch. par;aJXlete:rs of· 
.. 
costs and times. A sensi ti.\rity analysis was,· ·di,sc.,us,s·ed ·anc:i. I?-erfo:rm~d · 
and those branches which most effected th.e system perf.·orma11:c'e. m:eas:ure 
. . 
. 
were pointed out. The GERT excllisive~t>r pr.ogr·am ·was us.ea: also to. 
analyze system effects of multiple cha_hge:s in :system parameter:s .. 
The GERTS - II simulation program was utilized in the e,cono:rni,c· 
analysis to obtain histograms of a numpe:r o:f system sta-ti:stics •f e A 
cost simulating version of GERTS - IJ:: W:t:ts de:sor~ib-e·a and us.ed .to de,t:e·r~ 
mine statistics relating to cost.. A, me.t'1.1od fo:r obt.aining. the ·present 
worth of future syst.em ~osts. was -expla-in.ed ancl illi.ist:ra.te-d. Firtalty., 
a method of determining the:, e.xpect.ed e:qui \rEtlent -a_p:n:ua.1 c·<)s.t· (ir1c_.tu·ding .. 
time value of money) to s~tisfy t1le demand for on~·: it.e:rri wa.s det.aile .. d 
and then implemented . 
be 
Applications of the GERT exclusive-or computer :prqgram P+-OVe•d t.o 
relatively efficient and fast. Execution time was on t.he: or·der of 











Applications of the GERTS :"".'" 11· simulation program proved ,to be: 
easy to implement. Core requ·irements for t'his simulation prog.rEUII are 
execution time, particularly· f·or c,ompleJc netwo:rk's, be"tIQ:ti):es. l.en:gthy 
when a large number of simulatioris are: l)erform.ed. For the 2·3 no·de: 
network analyzed, 1000 simulations require.a. a:pp.roxima:tely l hour to: 
complete. 
Random number generation '·is· an i:rn:por·ta:r:rt. c.on:siclerat.i.on .in .. the 
simulation of GERT networks,. Because of ·the trat:u·re of G:ERT networks 
which may have a number of feedback loops, and pct:rtic,ul:arl.y when e.nt....; 
ranee to an absorbing state has a smaJ .. ·1 :p.r·ob:.ab:ii:ity· ·as.t3o.eia.te·a. w-i'ith 
it, a single simulation may, as it d·i·d :Ln this· i.J1stance, ·rectufr:e s:e--
veral hundred random number-s. Thtis ., everi a re-lative'J~y small rfm.rib•er 
of simulations may exceed t'h.e c:ycl·e le·ngth of some small c.o:tnput~r 
system random number generators. In. the ·s-:imul.ations· _p.erfornte.d :Ln 
this paper, a mixed congruential rapdom: numb·e,r ge:he_rator w·as, 1.l-s.ed in 
order to produce a cycle length of 320 tb.ousand rilimbers . 
• 
Recommendations For Further Study 
..... 1) One of the statistics which can b:e db·tait1ed :f.rbm. a -GERT ex-.. •. - - '. - ... . ,· . . . . .. ;. . .- .. .. . .. 
·~· elusive-or analysis is the expected number of :p;aSise.s ··th-rough. each 
., 
-· 
branch of the network. These values are cYf it1ter.e:,st .:not .o-nly .in. 1:/hem~ • 
selves but because, as it has- ·been shown, the.y =can a-ls .. :o tre ·use·d to 
,. 
l 
determine sensi ti vi ty since they can be us:ed as lin.ear- c:o.ef·fi¢ients. "" 
relating mean branch parameter values, to th ..e expecte,d system total 
value. However, to obtain the-se val.u.E=·s, i.t is nece.ssary t.o ·"re-run" 
\ 





































the exclusive-or program a nunipe:r of t··imes e.gual ·ta the 11u.mbe:r 'of'· 
branches in the network. A reccmime.ndf:ltion ,. trie.n, .J¥S. t:o -rnocL:t·ry th·e,· 
exclusive-or program so that it will, at tne·· user·'$ ·9.pt-ion, .. a-uto·--
matically compute these values fo.r all b_ranches. 
2) Throughout the analyses. :of the tele1)hone· lif':e cycle,: a:11 
transition probabilities, costs and times w.ere ap:sunred t.o be time 
·\. invariant. The GERTS - II simulation p:r·ogr~n1, bovf.ev.e.r; has· th:e 
capability to alter parameter values and :eve.n networl~,: configllratiort 
during a simulation. This is accomplishe,.a. ·with. ·th~ u:se -crf ''activity" 
numbers assigned to certain branches. When .and., if s·uc.h a "b+a:n.e-h ·i.s 
traversed during the simulation-, the netw.ork Wi.11 be -alter~.q. oy r~_p.:l_a.C'--· 
ing any specified node with a diff~::r.ent n,ode. T11.e v,alue .o:f. ·b.ein~: 
able to vary parameters with time c·oul·d b.e. use-ful in -an .ec,on·o:m5 c· 
.. 
analysis of a system su.ch as the: telephor:te:· .life· p;r·oce.ss. One :area. 
in which it could be used is the evalu-ation ·df the e.ff'ects o:f var:Lo-us 
policies of phase-out of some model ot a uni.t.:. In su.·ch an ·-an~lysis, · 
an "activity" number wou1.d b"E~ tiEfed such that. at ·s,ome·, <point: in t:ime 




transient characteristics of the systein. For instanc,e, it w:ould ·be \ 
possible to obtain an approxi:triat.e· dis·t.rilJutiort of c.osts incurred 
during the first, say, two years of ·the I.ife :o:=f t·he uni.t. This could .. . · . . . . . . . 
. ~·' .' . 
be accomplished by adding to tn.e· .. ne·twork ah additiop.a.,l ·ab:so.:rbing node 







































REPORT ON IMPLEMENTING A ·,(;cj·_sT: :SIMJJL.A.TING 



















ifications which can b.e :incorporated in the GEB.'tS - JZI s.imulat.io,n. 
program in order to simulate cost data. aJtS{JCi.ated :wi:th :GERT. netwtYrk:·s .. 
This newer version is compatible with. input d.a.ta ·se..i:~ up f·or- :Q:ERTS -· II 
and can be used whether or not cost :data i.s bein·g .c:ollected f:c>r any 
particular simulation. A number of diff·erent type·s o.f c·ost. funct:i,ops:. 
are described in this report along with a .list of :t:ne changes re:...; 
quired. In addition, a ·sample output of.· a ·siniulati.o·n run :in which 
cost data have been simulated is; inc:lue.B.: .. : 
General 
B. F1:i tsker and Philip c·. Ishm9-el for $irnulatt.ng GERT netwo:r:R:s ... Th_1.s 
report describes a set of program tiio·d.ic·.at:ions which. :can ·be, inc-c>rporat-
ed in the GERTS - II program in order to extend its \1S:efulln.es·s: to 
collect cost data in addition to time stat·i:stics. The. ·gf,=n·eraJ_ :use 
and operation of ~ERTS - II is explained :in '·'GERT' S±mu.1.fl.tion Progr:arr1 
IJ" by A. Alan B. Pritsker and Philip :c. I~1$ael, and. this' r~port. 
should be used in conjunction with that ,manuai. 
The program. operates bas:Lca.lly as .fo.ll.bws: if' t'he J4Ser ·has 
indicated that cost data are to· b:e included :L:n th.e 'simula.t·ion·~· ·th~ 
program will calculate and collect .CO$ts by mE=a.ns o.f a U·se.r su:pp.:Li·e.d 
function subprogram. The cost paramet·er·s or coeff'icient:$ :are :store'd 
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of the simulation the cost resuliJ:s: are printed .out i.n. the ·same 
manner as the time results; that is, for each node bn which st:at:i-stic.$: 
are collected, a s11rr1rnary of tb.e .mean,, s-ta:nda:rd: devi.a·t:ion, .minimum 
and maximum cost is printe.:d._. r·n ... add,i:tio.n., .a :histogra:m. of· costs is, 
printed for each node on wh.ich statistics ·are ·collected. 
The use of a functi:o:n s·ubprogram to c-a:I.culate c-o'sts. :al]~ows: ·t.r1e, 
necessary flexibility to sir.nulat:e .many: .d:if.f·e.:rent types' ocf' cost '.fun·ct~-
ions which may arise. The foll·owing are tbre.e •.c·omm.on ,:s.itu-a.tj_orts. i,n 
which costs could be simulated in a GERT netw.ork. 
) 
1) Each branch has associated with it a f:Lxed cost i-ncurr.ea 
\·· 
':, . 
each time the branch is traversed. 2) Each branch has a fixed cost plus some cos:t .direc·t'ly proportional to the time spent traversing the branch. 3) Any of the above cost functions wh~re it is desired to find the present worth of c.osts. whic:h are incurred at different points in time. 
must be read into QSET. This-- i's :a·cco:rnJ/lisbe:d by ·enla.r_g±.ng·_ :the :q1me'n--
.. 
sion of QSET and reading in· th·e appr·opri,at:e data. :on .. thE;:? d.-at.,.a .c.ard 
associated with each branch. A l.ater sectio:n i·n t--his· :r.:epart· details: 
the changes required in in.pu.t. 
Coding Changes 
' ,• 1 ' .• This section of the: .r·eport w.il.i detail_ the :s:p_ec·if:Lc cddi:q.g 
changes which must be made in order to iJnpleme:nt the cost s .. i:rhulating .. 





in DIMENSION and COM:MON stat.e:mej1t:s· . ·.. ; . -- ·- . 
. in DATAN subroutine 

















• : :. 
Changes in SUMRY subroutine 
Changes in SCHAT subroutine 
In the fallowing listing·s of -additi-ons: and c:fh_q.trg:~:s- 'those :P'ortions 
of a card which involy.e a cl;an.ge w.ill be underlin(e·a for purp:ooses ,bf 
clar.i ty, 
Changes in DIMENSION and COMM:ON stat·ement_s 
All routines which contain CO:MMON must add the var-i·aole ''IND" to the first common statement as follows: 
lNOQ ,NPRMS ,NRUN ,NRUNS, ISEED, TNOW ,:MXX, n@.1,NYR_:,SEED, IND, 
The variable IMM must be increased to allow S·'to·rag.e o'f cost parameters in ATRIB and QSET. Setting IMM equal to 4 will allow storage _o:f three para.meters which is sufficient for all of th·e cost . functi.ons ,,1hi cl1 are described in this report. T:h.is cha.rig_e c·an b:e. irnp._lement~<:l-in subroutine DATAN as follows: 
Change DATS 430 to: 
IMM= 4 
In addition, all routines which contait1 COMMON rn.ugrt Jn·ake ing change to increase the dimensi_on of ATRIB·: 2MAXQS,MAXNS,ATRIB(~),JTRIB(5),etc. 
the: foll()W-·_ ·. .. . . "=" ; . ; .. . . . ··--. . .. 
.. 
Also, the dimension of QSET must- be .enlarged to a va-lue, .e:qual ''to (I:MM) · (IMN), where IMN is the maximum number of n:od.e:s allowed. F:or:· a program in which IMN = 999, the dimension ·of QSET would be 4000. This change would be implemented in the main program as foll.ows.: Change GRTS 10 to: 






Changes in GASP Subroutine 
Add between GSPS 90 and GSPS 100 
CNOW = 0.0 
DUM = 0.0 
Add between GSPS 140 and 150 
,._ 
GO TO (308,307), IND 307 CNOW = CNOW + COST(DUM) 308 CONTINUE 
Add between GSPS 540 and 550 
GO TO (300, 301), IND 
301 KK = K + NSKS 


















Change GSPS 550 to: 
61 
NL = (K-1) *. (NC.TS + IND) + l. 
Add between GSPS 560 and ·570 
GO TO (310, 311), IND 
311 NL= NL+ 1 
.CALL COLCT(CNOW, NL, N.SET·, .Q;SE·T) 310 CONTINUE 
Add between GSP&. 790 and 800 
CNOW = 0.0 







( READ ( NCRDR, 101 )NAME ,NPROJ. ,:-14.QN·.,.NDAX·,·NY:-R ,NRUN>S,,1'iPRMS:,ID JSEED,SEEDi 
• 
Add between DATS 110 and 120: 
lKOST 
Change DATS 120 to: 
101 FORM.AT ( 6A2 ,. I4, '212, 514, Fl.0. 4:, r:4) 
Add between DATS 120 and 130: 
IND= 1 
IF (KOST) 401, 40-'l ~ 402 402 IND= 2 
401 CONTINUE 
Add between DATS 300 and DATS 31,0 
NNSKS = IND*NSKS 
Change DATS 310 and 320 to: 
I 
.. 
READ(NCRDR, 14). (XLOW(K), K = 1,. NNSKS) 
-~ READ(NCRDR, 14) (WIDTH(K), I\'--~ 1, NNSKS) 
Change DATS 380 to: 
NHIST = NSKS*IND 
Change DATS 390 to: 
NCLCT = NSKS*(NCTS + IND) 
Add between DATS 510 and 520 


























Add between DATS 770 and 780; 
DO 430 I= l,IMM 
430 ATRIB(I) = 0.0 
Remove DATS 780: 
ATRIB(l) = 0 .. 0 
Add between DATS 810 and 820 
6-2 
... 
IF ( IMM-1) 410, 410, .4.2:l) 
410 CONTINUE 
Add between DATS 820 arid 830 
GO TO 425 
420 READ ( NCRDR, 1110 ) ATRIB ( i) , 
(ATRIB(K),K=2,TMM) Jn . :(·•.:J·TR.I_.-_:·_13(_ JK._)_. -,.· Jl( __ ·:·_·===.l. ,._.IMJ .. ,. --~,, 
"' 
425 CONTINUE 
Change DATS 830 to: 
1110 FORMAT(F8.3, 6I3,. 4X; 4FIO.CJ) 
. . ... 
Changes in SCHAT Subr-0utine 
Add between SCAT 270 and SCAT 280. 
IF (IMM-1) 32, 33, 34 
34 INDXQ = (NEXT - 1) :* IMM 
DO 32 I=2, IMM 
INDX = INDXQ + I 
33 ATRIB(I) - QSET(INDX) 
32 CONTINUE 
Changes in SUMRY Subroutine 
Change SMYS 180 to: 
19 FORMAT(//Il.6, F9.2, F8.'2., 5X., 11I6/(38X,l1T6): 
' 
Change SMYS 240 to: 
NCTSl = NCTS + IND 
Change SMYS 280 to: 
· JJ = J-IND 
, Add between SMYS 390 and 4.oo·: 
I 102 IF ( J-IND) 200, 200.,. 42 
Change SMYS 400 to: 
200 IF (J-l) 41, 41, 205 
Add between SMYS 440 and 450 1.: . 





.. :· ·~ 















-210 FORMAT (I18,_ 6x,: 1-0:0ST·'i, -6x., :41:_10 .• 4) GO TO 6 
Change SMYS 490 to: 
DO 82 I=l, NS_K·s 
Add between SMYS 510 and 52'0 
GO TO (82, 81), IND 




WRITE(NPRNT, 24) XLOW(K), WIPTB.(K)., (-.JCELS(-K,-J); J=l,.NC-L) 2 4 FORM.AT ( / 12X, ' COST ' , F9 . ·2 , F8 .. 2 , 1116:; C38X, 1·116) )-
Input Requirements 
:"! 
Throughout the develo:pm$nt of tl;J.is cost :.-$:imµl:atihg--vers·ion of J 
GERTS - .II the attempt has b.ee·n .ma-de t-o keep. the inp:ut .requit··em(=nts. 
compatible: wit.h the stand.ar4 ve:r:sion of Gi-RTS- -- :_II. -~ Theref.ore., ·this 
section viill detail :ori1y _ tlios-e .i:ttput _:r.equ±re~erit-_s_· whj_ch pertain to 
-. 
cost data. All other :L_nput re:q_u-i-reme.-rtt·s: r~:rnaih unalt:ered "q;_nd are, 
described -in "GEET- 8'imu1atio:h Pr-og-r_am 11:r'. 
' 
Change in data carq. .1 
If cost data are to be simulated, the, ·user .mu:st plac:e: a, pos.i·t:ive number in col11mn 54 of _c-ard rrum.b.er 1. Thi.s position is ie-ft blank if cost data are not included in the simulation.:. 
Change in data card 6 
Data card 6 contains the lower 1·imi ts of the ·ti:me· ·htsto.gra.m.s which are produced for each node on which stati·stie,s are co.llected. When· cost data are being simulated, data card 6 must also co-ntain the lower limits for the cost histograms which will be produced for each node on which statistics are_ being collected. These· values should be _placed on data card 6, which is read -on an 8Fl0.2 form~t, beginning with. the next available· FlO .. 2 posi·ti.on. followi._ng the: last> lower histogram limit :for the time statist_ic-s. 
Change in data card 7 
" 



















widths of the cost 11i.stograms .must be-- placed on dat.a c.:a:rd 7 f··n the same .manner as described :for data card 6. 
Chans;es in data card 9 
Data card 9 is the series of -ca.'rds wh:ich describes .e.ach branch ~h the GERT network. When cost information is. t·o be simulated, eac'h of these cards must co11;tain the' appropriate cost para:m.eter·s needed . to perform the cost calcu.lations as definecl in the user supplied. cost subprogram. These cost parameters are ·p.iaced on each ''branc:h~ description" card beginning i:h ·card :co·1.urnn ·31_ using 1a format or· 3Fl0.0. 
The following secti:on. will. explain th:e ·op·,er:at.io:n. o·f th,e ·11ser 
supplied subprogram fq_r ,·ca1c·u1ating cost:s>, and _in. ,acLdit_:ion wil;L. 
User Supplied COST Subprogram 
The heart of the cost sim:ulating p:rocedute is the ~e:r .sµ:p;pi::ted 
.. , function subprogram COST. Ev:ery ·tirne t-hat a })ranch i·s traversed 
during the simulation, thi; subprog.ram ·wi.ll be called to supply a 
cost value. The manner in which this. va1:ue is calculated ·will be 
• • 
described by the sequence o:f FORTRAft :st-atfifil'~P.t:s which compri$e th,e ,, 
• COST subprogram. The pariunet·~-rs :nE;;ce)s·s .. ary to p.e:r.:f·9rm the ca:Lculations 
for a given branch ·will be c<)tJ..tained ·i.n: ·:t'l).,~ ye:ct.or AT.RI·B ·beg:t:nn,ing: 
with ATRIB ( 2) and continuing: in :brd·e.r. 
:~-
.. a COST routine is through the u.se: of examples. Th..e.fefor.e, in· the. 
following paragraphs three example·s of typic·a:L cos:t f'u.nctions .and 
.~ .. 
the appropriate FORTRAN subprograms :nec·essary t·.·o simillg,te. them w=i(ll 
:-be presented and explained. These three types are-': ... 
fixed branch cost 













































present worth of .future. :c-os·.t.s. 
The general form of the COST subprogram ls illustrated below, 
The actual·statements representing the cost calculations Will Pe 
shown under each of' the examples to, l;J.e given, 
FUNCTION COST(DUM) , 
COMMON ID, IM ,MFA,MSTOP ,MX ,MXC ,NCLCT,NHlST.,NPRNT.,.NCRDR, 
NN1-1, IMN" , NPD , 
lNOQ,NPRMS,NRUN,NRUNS,ISEED,TNOW,MJQ(,IMM,NYR,SEED,INLJ, 
2MAXQS,MAXNS,ATRIB(4),JTRIB(5),NAM:E(6),NPROJ,MON,NDAY, 
~CELS(20,32) . · . . 
C****BEGIN USER SUPPLIED COST CALCULATIONS 












.· Note that a dummy argtiiiient, DOM,, is· U::S:ed :Ln detin:fncg the FUNC'l'lOlif 
statement. 
Also it should be rememhered 'bhat the d:i.mensions of the · 
. . . . . . . . . ··. . . . . . . . . . . .·:.. . . . . . . . . ... 
variables in the COMMON statements should Pe identical to those µsed 
throughout the program .. 
Example 1 - F·ixe·d Brazrch '.Cost 
_, 
. I . . 
In order to simulate a network, in which each "branch has· a :fixed .. 
cost, only one cost parameter:Ls necessary. 
.. 
each branch would be read in on the appropriate ''branch-description;' 
' 
card ( data card tYPe 9) in .co:t1unns 31 ..,. 40. 
The COST subprogram would. obta±n this Cost ValUef f'rom A'I'BTB(2}. 
Thus, the FORTRAN statements for suCh a 'Sti'fuprogram wo:u.ld b~ as fol.lows 
C****BEGIN USER SUPPLIED 
COST= ATRIB(2) 
C****END OF USER SUPPLI 
COST ·cALC:ULAT·IONS· 




' i ; 
; ~-- l 



























Exarn~le 2 - Fixed Plus Time De~endent Cost ; C 44 C C q 4( ' ' Q \ q 41( <. C G Q • I Q a 4( Q q: q C ; < 4 C 4 4.,, 4 4 q , . '4 I . 
The assumption is this example is that the c.:o.s.t: 'incurred :w.he.ri 
branch i is tra-ve.rsed is of t.h.e form_. 
, c = c · + mi ( elap.se_<i time .or.r br·ari'cb: i)': l . \ -
where C is the cost incurred, ci is a :fi4 ed cost a..ssociat·ecl wit·h 
branch i and mi is the multiplier or sl.OJ}e· of the co$t :function. c·· . '··i ... 
in columns 31-40 and 41-50 :re·sp:~:ct·ively •·• ThE2 :e.lapsec1 tirne spent on 
any branch during a particular -~irnu-lat:iot.t can. be: s·tore.a i.ri AlEIE(:4) .... 
by means of the following added c1ar:d ±n s1.i1:/to.utin~ ·S.C:B:AT. 
Add immediately precedi·ng .SCAT 280 ATRIB(4) = DEV 
The COST subprogram would take the f:01·1:owing f'orm· 
C****BEGIN USER SUPPLIED ·CC)ST ·cALdULATIONS . . .. . .. . . . .. FCOST = ATRIB(2) 
SLOPE= ATRIB(3) 
TIME= ATRIB(4) 
COST= FCOST + SLOPE*TIME 
.. 
G****END OF us·ER SUPPL!Eb COST CALCULATIONS 
.. 
Example 3 -. Present wo+th of Future Costs 
.. 
If it is desired to find the present· worth 6.:f t)J.·e·, .c.o.s-ts· wttic;h 
are being simulated, the fol.lowing formula c'.an be ti5:r~d 
PW= (COST) ·e-t·r 
" 
where PW is the present worth, COST is t.he .a.mount to be q.is·couht,ec1,· t 
is the time of the occurrance of the ·cost and ~- i•s -th.e i:nte~~~ ~~;t·e~ 
A more general form which allows· t-ht~ c.alcu.l.ation o:f the dis·counted. 
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than 0 • 
appears below 




l these :c::alcul.art·.:ions :d·et:e·tJnine t·h.e ·:µn<i.i:s,c:ourited ... cost 






· } user ;s·u:ppli.e.s tlle:s::e value,,s: 
COST*EXP (-(TNOW.*RATE)} · 
C****END OF USER SUPPLIED COST 'CALCIJLA.TI·O·N.S, 




lected, the COST subprogram must st,i.1'1 be :;· . . . . . : . • . . • . .,, I co;m.p,i,le_d, •... In :t:nt:s: .c,ase·., Jp.::ow...; 
ever, the subprogram. need only c·6ritain: .a ~ ! d.unrrrry· s·t.atement, t-:o sa·ti.s,fy I 
ment. 
C****BEGIN USER Stff.P.LIEI} ·cOST.· CALOUt.AT:,LQN'tj· COST = DUM· 
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l.5811 38.6613 41.5544 
5. ·5075 91.0000 102.0000 
1.4111 15.3515 17.9697 
5.5075 41.0000 52.0000 
1.9169 9.0003 12.3845 
5.5075 17.0000 28.0000 
2.7314 18.5223 23.3074 
5.6862 50.0000 61.0000 
2.1392 22.2383 26.1364 
7.6376 62.0000 77.0000 
!.'.· 
-- ·.,:--. 
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NODE LIMIT WIDTH 
9 32 • 00 1 • 0 0 




5 1 2 • 00 1 • 0 0 
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